RaClips
A. 5mm nuts
B. backing bracket
C. bag & stiffener
D. retention bracket
Assembled clip
in open
possition

E. slider
F. bolt bracket
G. 5mm bolts
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3.

5.

1. With the bag removed from the rack,
postition assembled
clips on rack in a
clear and unobstructed postion, favoring
a forward placement
where possible.

3. Disassemble the
clips, leaving the
retention bracket
(D) in place. Mark
the four holes on
bag with marker or
pointy tool.

5. If your bag has a
stiffener, place it in
the bag, make sure
it’s in it’s natural resting place and mark it
through the holes in
the base of the bag.
Punch these holes
like you did in the
bag.

RaClips are an excellent retaining sysyem for your front rackmounted handle bar bag. They are easy to install and once in
place provide quick and smooth means of securing the bag to
the rack. Simply slide the clips open and the bag is disengaged.
RaClips replace straps and other cumbersome means of securing the bag, making the process simple, fast, and accurate.
RaClips can be fitted to any rack with 5/16” tubing and need a
minimum of 1 1/4” clear rail to grip rack.
RaClips should not be used as the sole means of attachment to
rack. They are meant as stabilizers in conjunction with use of a
decaleur or other means of retention.
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2. Place bag on rack
with clips in optimal
location. Make sure
the rack and bag are
centered and the
bag is sitting in it’s
natural position.

4. Make 5mm holes
where you have made
your marks. This can
be done with a hole
punch or nail. Use a
wooden block or other means to support
the bag from inside.

6. Put the stiffener in
the bag and assemble
the clips. The nuts
and backing bracket
(A, B) sit inside the
bag, with the other
parts outside. Secure
with the bolts and
position the bag on
the rack.

